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Most of the British media made a nod to the start of the state
sponsored First World War centenary in January. The Guardian

was first off the mark on 1st January with an article by Michael Mor-
purgo. Morpurgo is a much-lauded writer whose book War Horse
became a world wide theatrical sensation. ‘Someone’, he writes, ‘once
called it "the greatest anthem to peace" ever seen on stage. His article
was quickly followed by Michael Gove Education Secretary venting
spleen in the Daily Mail on all who thought that the war was anything
less that glorious or just. Two days later Tristram Hunt, historian and
MP, tore into Gove for maligning ‘left wing’ academics. This tit for
tat sets the pattern for the next few years. A tale full of sound and
fury, signifying nothing as Macbeth might have said. Macbeth’s neme-
sis was coming over the hill but ours is already here but we cannot
seem to see the forest for the wood.
How much should we be concerned about these public spats? Of

course truth about major events in the past is important but no more
so than facts about the present. These are mostly passing us by all the
while creating the conditions for a less attractive future. The British
‘influence industry’ is worth some £2,000,000,000*. It operates
under our noses and affects every aspect of our lives from the food
we eat to the weapons our money is spent on. Unknown by most
this ‘silent’ lobbying drowns out public interest. Even the govern-
ment employs lobbying companies to promote its unpopular proj-
ects. The spats about what kind of war the 1914-1918 was also
have their political dimension and meld with stories
about the dangers facing Britain crafted to suit polit-
ical and financial agendas. It’s hard to know what
to believe.
Despite all this effort the MoD believes

that the public has become ‘risk averse’ and
might be unwilling for Britain to go to
war. They worry that some of their pet
projects – things that make a bigger bang
and offer opportunity for some action
might be a hard sell. In its discussion
paper* the MoD looks at ways to
minimise the public’s emotional
engagement with Britain’s wars.
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International
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Objectors
Day

15 May
12  noon

Tavistock Sq
London

for a short ceremony to
remember the men who

said no

no more war Jan Melichar



recent acquision of Boston
Dynamics whose US army's
funded 'Big Dog'* offers a
terrifying vision of the future.
The military and their

friends in high places may
have short term worries, in
the long term however they
have little to worry about the

public’s continuing and
deeply ingrained support for
killing people if the ‘price is
right’. That’s putting it a lit-
tle crudely but that is what it
amounts to. Michael Mor-
purgo’s article in the
Guardian was despite name
checking reconciliation,
pacifism, the white poppy, no
glory and inviting us to read
all that anti war poetry and
‘to make the world a place
where freedom and peace
can reign together’ is none
the less a gentle version of
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War
The victories of mind
Are won for all Mankind,
But war wastes what it wins,
Ends worse than it begins,
And is a game of woes,
Which nations always lose,
Though tyrant tyrant kill,
The slayer liveth still.
Ebenezer Elliott

1781 – 1849

Reducing the profile of
repatriation ceremonies for
example, or using mercenar-
ies (aka private contractors)
instead of regular troops and
more unmanned auto-
nomous vehicles are all con-
sidered. The document also
has handy definition of risk
by Field Marshal Rom-
mel.
But help is at hand

from that military tech-
nological complex that is
Silicon Valley. While
many fulminate at spooks
inserting their grubby
tentacles into our lives
private companies such as
Google already have
detailed knowledge of
the minutia of our inti-
mate affairs. Now it has the
biggest artificial intelligence
laboratory in the world and
is buying up machine-learn-
ing and robotics companies
as if there is no tomorrow. Its

conventional war acceptance.
‘No more war’ may be

easy to say but in this
charged and politicised cen-
tenary few lips seem able to
utter it. Its problem is that
unlike ‘no glory’ it is an insis-
tent and clear order to those
with the capacity to start war
(a handful of men usu-
ally and certainly in the
case of WW1) it also asks
the question: How do
we ensure that there are
no more wars? No easy
answer of course but
being armed to the teeth
or to the knees in the
case of Britain is while
living of the fat of arms
sales that destabilise con-

flict prone areas is surely not
the way to go.         .
*A Quiet Word: Lobbying, Crony Cap-
italism and Broken Politics in Britain.
Tamasin Cave, Andy Rowell. *Big Dog
http://newinventions1.com/?p=319.
Mod report http://gu.com/p/3j4pn

When the leaders speak of peace/ The common folk know/ That war is coming.
When leaders curse war/ The mobilisation order is already written out.

Bertold Brecht

Join the action.  www.nomorewar.org.uk
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which was central to his creative
vision and that of his fellow
composer Michael Tippett. You
can listen to it at
http://goo.gl/lkDbWp

active for peace:
1960s and the Present
In 1966, a young peace
researcher from Sweden, Her-
man Schmid, approached the
PPU with the idea of conducting
a survey of its members.  Schmid
had already completed a survey
of activists of the world’s oldest
peace group, the Swedish Peace
and Arbitration Society, founded
in 1883. The plan now was to
extend this approach to other
peace groups in Norway and the
UK. | continues p15

only not forgotten but that many
of their values are vigorously
advocated and advanced.
As always you help is impor-

tant. In particular we would like
information about any family
member that was a WW1 CO.
We now have an active research
group in London (see P6) and a
few supporters are beavering in
archives around the country but
more help is needed to uncover
a fuller story of the CO and anti
war activities during the war.
Contact jan@ppu.org.uk

another centenary
Benjamin Britten, a conscientious
objector in the last world war
was  a PPU member till his
death. 2014 is the centenary
anniversary of his birth and vari-
ous events relating to this are
taking place. An exhibition in
Aldeburgh will feature his
involvement with the PPU and a
recent radio program which
explores the social and political
background to the pacifism

may 15
In the run up to the centenary of
the First World War the PPU
jointly with a number of peace
groups will be remembering the
Conscientious Objectors and the
women peace campaigners who
said No to the war.
Descendants of some 30 First

World War Conscientious Objec-
tors and women peace cam-
paigners from all over the coun-
try will be coming to London to
commemorate the lives of their
relatives and the stand taken by
all those who opposed the war. 
As part of a wider project the

PPU will be launching a new
website - remembering the men
who said no - later in the year. In
the coming months (years) we
will not only list the names of
WW1 COs but also provide short
biographies with  photographs
and related documents where
possible. All will be supple-
mented with contextual material
giving a clear and vivid picture of
the varied attitudes and experi-
ences of the COs and the society
around them. The PPU is in
effect carrying on the work of
these men and women many of
who later became PPU members.
The new site together with the
archival material we have and
are now vigorously collecting will
ensure that their stand is not

news from ppu

Britten and Tippett



have already begun to
unearth some fascinating
stories of defiance and resist-
ance to the Military Service
Act. One such story has been
that of Charles (Carl) Titford;
a Tottenham CO who flatly
defied the decision of his tri-
bunal, flatly stating: “I have
no other choice but to refuse
obedience to the law of the
land and to take the conse-
quences”. Carl’s story has
been incredibly interesting to
explore - an ordinary man
who faced repeated punish-
ment for standing up for his
own moral principles, endur-
ing cycles of military punish-
ment, prison and court mar-
tial for three years, only
being released in 1919. Biog-
raphies like these are the
main focus of the Objecting
to War project in this early
period of 2014. By collecting
the stories of men as they
lived them, rather than as
statistics, we can remind
people that the decisions to
become a CO, and the
almost equally difficult deci-
sion to support COs through
the war years, were made by
people just like them - ordi-
nary men and women from

up to be counted as against
the war. Unfortunately, it’s
not enough to simply state
an opposing view - we must
be active in telling the story
of conscientious objection in
the first world war.
The Objecting to War proj-

ect is busy telling that story in
as many ways as we can.
One of the fortunate side
effects of the increased
attention on the First World
War has been the number of
volunteers that have made
contact with us, as people
from all over London are
turned away from the “Offi-
cial” pro-militarist interpreta-
tions of the conflict. Individu-
als and historical societies
have now started work on
uncovering some of the for-
gotten experiences of consci-
entious objectors - adding
many more names, and
much more detail to our
database. I’ve also been
spending much of my
time in archives and
libraries searching
through Tribunal
records, census infor-

mation and newspapers and

As we begin the centenary
year of the outbreak of the
First World War, it’s to be
expected that the conflict will
be increasingly in the public
consciousness. By only the
second of January, the First
World War was back as a
point of debate in the media,
with politicians, historians
and even actors weighing in
on the legitimacy of the war.
On the Objecting to War
project, it can often feel like
we have the definitive,
debate-ending evidence: the
testimonies of men who
stood
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objecting to war in london

STUDY CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTION 1914 - 1918
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My Dear Mr Lester S
mith

Thank you
 for your 

letter which I nee
d hardly 

say I full
y apprecia

te. As for perm
is-

sion to rep
ort it well if ther

e’s anythi
ng likely 

to be of us
e to you y

ou have m
y permis-

sion. I can
not think

 of any po
ints beyon

d those th
at you ar

e already
 familiar with.

Dick has w
ritten a le

tter to ---
-- of the S

entinel en
closing ou

r statements which letter

by the ---
-- I have 

sent on ho
me for my statement to be e

nclosed. 

If Dick and I
 can see a

ny points 
on which to co

ntext the 
decision w

e are

going to d
o so. We are very

 grateful 
for the ca

lm determination th
at Recks

yourself a
nd a few others eve

rlastingly
 pegging a

way. I trus
t comrades

will bring 
all the pr

essure on 
the Gov’t to for

ce our rele
ase. We do NOT

as one ind
ividual d

eclares (so
 I’m told) lik

e being in
 prison. W

e are still

there beca
use men fell sho

rt of their
 principle

s and bar
gained fo

r their

release. W
e feel that

 we cannot s
o accept re

lease and
 if I know

 the tem-

per of the 
true Wandsworthians (

not the em
igrants fr

om Scrubs) m
ost

of them are not li
kely to go

 accepting
 such back

 door exit
s as excep

-

tional em
ployment schemes etc

Myself I hop
e to refuse

 signatur
e to any p

apers, dem
obilisatio

n or

others but
 of course 

the future
 remains unkn

own.

Please giv
e my regards 

to your go
odwife and so

n and hei
r. I trust

they and 
you will continu

e to enjoy 
goof healt

h.

I am looking f
orward to see

ing yours
elf and D

avid at th
e first

opportuni
ty on that

 happy da
y when please

 God the gat
es of

HMP N shall cla
ng behind

 me for the l
ast time

Till then 
all good b

e yours w
ith streng

th and w
isdom to help

your enth
usiasm in the gr

eat cause.
 My good wishes with you

in your su
pport of J

ordan Rhys to whom I wish success
, a

romp home at the el
ection LG

 is up to a
ll his cun

ning trick
s

The result o
f 5th December court 

martial was promulgated

this morning 2 
years har

d labour.

Yours adm
iringly (&

 shall I sa
y affection

ately. yes.
)

Alf

This seco
nd letter

was sent s
ome time after A

lfred’s fir
st prison

 sentenc
e. After 

getting o
ut of pri

son, he 
still re-

fused to
 fight or

 obey or
ders and

 so was sent t
o prison

 again. S
ome COs decide

d to work for t
he gove

rnment in-

stead of
 going to

 prison. 
Others, lik

e Alfred
, refused

 to do an
ything

that might help
 the war. This l

etter was written to
 Lester S

mith dur-

ing Alfre
d’s secon

d prison
 sentenc

e.

Second lettter

VOCABU
LARY FO

R ALFRED
 BUTLER’

s FIRST L
ETTER

Absoluti
st - a Conscientious Objector who refused to do any work that would help the

war. They would refuse to make guns or bombs, give money to the war or help soldiers in

France

Adjutant
- an army rank. Adjutants help with organising soldiers.

Court Martial - a trial by the military to decide how to punish someone

Intimated - to say or to make something known to someone else

Promulgate - to tell something to a lot of people

Wormwood - Wormwood Scrubs is a prison in Hammersmith where many COs were sent

QUESTIO
N:

What has changed between this letter and the previous

one?
Does Alfred sound different? Why might this be?

Alfred writes: “We do NOT as one indiviual declares (so

I’m told) like being in prison” - why might someone have

said that?

Alfred was an Absolutist - a CO who would accept no

role in the military of any kind. How does he show this in

this letter?

VOCABU
LARY FO

R ALFRED
 BUTLER’

s SECON
D LETTER

:

Emigrants - men who had moved from one place to another

Goodwif
e - an old fashioned term for a woman married to a friend

Wandswor
thians - COs who had been in Wandsworth Prison

Absoluti
st - 

N
ew
 s
tu
dy
 d
oc
um
en
ts
 f
or
 s
ch
oo
l u
se
 b
as
ed
 o
n 
C
O
s 
le
tt
er
s
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meetings we’ve had as part
of the project, every collabo-
ration, discussion and idea
has been to show me some-
thing about Conscientious
Objectors that has provided a
constant source of inspiration
for the project. The more
information we gather and
the more stories we collect,
the more it is clear that COs
weren’t just resisting war, or
dissenting to it’s operation,
aims and results, they were
providing an example of the
alternative. I think this pro-
vides an opportunity for
Objecting to War in the cen-
tenary years - 100 years after
the outbreak of war our chal-

lenge is to
show that
Conscien-
tious Objec-
tion provides
both a chal-
lenge to the
militarism of
the cente-
nary “cele-
brations”
and an alter-
native way to
remember
the First
World War.

Ben Copsey

don area will be hosting a
supplementary exhibition on
Conscientious Objection in
the First World War. At this
point, most of our collabora-
tions are in their early stages
- helping groups find inspira-
tion in the stories we have
collected and designing ways
we can work together in the
coming year. Others have
progressed very quickly and
the results will be made avail-
able very soon. Video discus-
sions and interviews and vol-
unteer-written articles are
already available to view and
more will be added in the
coming months.
The main result of all the

London who, in whatever
capacity, resisted war.
While our volunteers have

been busy gathering stories,
I’ve been busy finding ways
to communicate them to the
general public. Many organi-
sations around London have
asked to be involved and we
have provided information
and supporting documents
to sculptors, artists, theatres,
film producers, historians,
museums, archives and
libraries from Enfield to Croy-
don. We will be exhibiting
our material alongside both
local and central London
museums and virtually every
borough of the Greater Lon-

“I have no other choice but to refuse obedience to the
law of the land and to take the consequences”

Charles Titford

Meeting of research volunteers at PPU office



Isuppose I am here to speak this morning because I amknown as somebody who criticizes nationalism. In particu-

lar I’ve argued that nationalism and racism are linked especially
in this country because—rather than all human life being val-
ued the same, our lives become more precious, more important
than the lives of others. That discrepancy is most readily appar-
ent when nations are at war. It is important for our under-
standing of Human Rights and their limits.
For a long time Britain’s combination of racism and nation-

alism meant that people like me had our belonging challenged.
We were told continually to go back to our own countries.
But I had nowhere to go back to. I was born in London and

grew up in the shadow cast by world war 2. We played on the
bombsites and in the old shelters. We listened, petrified, when
the old air-raid sirens opened up—not knowing if it was a test
or the end of the world.
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Video and text of the

Remembrance Day event at:

http://goo.gl/yqnahg

Remembrance Sunday 2013 at

the Conscientious Objectors

Commemoration Stone.

White poppy wreaths were
laid at a number of memorials

around the country.

During the Remembrance

period we welcomed over

1,500 new supporters and dis-

tribute over 65000 poppies.

White poppies are now regu-

larly available at places on the

former battlefields in Bel-
gium  

Paul Gilroy and Jane Grant spoke at last
year’s Remembrance day event. The text
of Paul’s talk is below, Jane’s is available
online.

To remember the past is to commit oneself to the future



Vancouver Peace Poppies in
Canada had a very successful

campaign with over 4000 pop-
pies distributed and good radio

and press coverage

The group felt they made a small
breakthrough when a 'padre' at
one local legion wore both white
and red poppies while giving the
readings and sermon at one of
the official Canadian legion

sponsored Remembrance Day
Ceremonies in Vancouver. He
‘dared’ to speak of civilians as
well as military casualties. It

seems that slowly and steadily
they believe they are making a

difference in Canadian’s thinking. 
The group has partnered with
teachers to apply for a grant to
purchase extra poppies for a

province wide school campaign
next year.

Increasing numbers of schools
in Britain get white poppies from
us but there is always scope for

more.
Can you help promote white
poppies to schools in your area?

We lacked the concept of post-trauma which helped to
explain why some of our teachers gibbered and shook and
why others boasted of their scars and talked incessantly about
the good war they had had.
Certainly, my sense of the value of peace was determined by

those experiences. It was enhanced by the fact that my bro-
ken great uncle was a survivor of WW1 and above all by the
fact that my father had been a conscientious objector—some-

thing that even in the 1960s was sometimes a source of embar-
rassment and hostility.
At that time, the shadows of the 39-45 war were so deep

that, knowing nothing about Cyprus, Aden and Malaya to say
nothing about Ireland we thought we were at peace. Our idea
of peace was an effect—an inversion if you like—of what we
understood about the war. It was imagined only as war’s oppo-
site—its negation.
I think that idea of peace isn’t much help these days.
The idea of a clear distinction between being at war and

being in peacetime has faded away. War is now endless, appar-
ently permanent. 
Peace is found at the grave of your enemies—the export of

war to distant unseen places. Indeed, as Orwell feared, war is
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peace. It becomes peace when it can be justified by the idea
that it makes us secure and protects our freedoms even while
that very security and the securitocracy that creates it, chip
away at those freedoms and a tidal wave of propaganda—PR—
is deployed to modify the meaning of being English, being
British.
When 30 years ago, I wrote a book called Ain’t no Black in

The Union Jack, I put an image of a be-medalled, black ex-
serviceman at the Cenotaph on the cover because I thought
that drawing attention to the sacrifice of colonial and com-
monwealth soldiers could be used as a kind of leverage: to
make citizenship rights deeper and to compel recognition of
our presence, our belonging.  The time for that is also passed.
The belligerent excesses of the nationalist PR machine are

evident all around. Building up to the commemoration of
WW1 which we’re told is going to be a celebration of British-
ness and national values. This is what the Americans—who
are increasingly influential in our government’s view of how
we should relate to what they have started to call “The Mili-
tary”—would describe as a “Pep Rally”.
This year the most offensive and insidious aspect of this has

been the Royal British Legion targeting children, dressing
them up in T shirts that say things like “Future soldier”—I say
this as somebody who walked proudly in remembrance day
parades wearing my scout’s uniform and meditating on the
horror and futility of war rather than panting for a chance to
join in one.
The grotesquery continues in the idea that the arms trade

will lever this country out of recession. Rolls-Royce, Serco,
BAE, EADS, Thales, Atkins, Cobham, JCB, Strongfield Tech-
nologies, MBDA, Ultra Electronics involved in selling weapons
and related technology to new economies like Brazil and India,
to the Gulf states and to the important markets for killing and
torture equipment in places like Kazakhstan.
In these new circumstances, being for peace requires more

than an abstract repugnance towards the futility of war. It
requires an active opposition to the ways in which our coun-
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A3 poster for distributing to

libraries and other places

where people might be inter-

ested in finding out more

about WW1 conscientious

objectors in their families or

conscientious objection in gen-

eral. Your help with distribu-

tion would be welcome

The poster is available free of

charge as a high-resolution pdf

and can be printed in various

sizes. A3 folded copies by post

£1.50 from the PPU

nomorewar.org.uk

20,000
and became conscientious objectors during World War One

did you know?

MEN SAID NO

If you are interested in the fascinating stories of the men
who refused to be conscripted and the women who sup-
ported them please get in touch with us
Contact Jan at mail@ppu.org.uk

More information www.nomorewar.org.uk

Do you have any memories of conscientious objectors in your
family or amongs your friends?
Are you be interested in finding out more about this
forgotten history?
Could you help us track down the men who stood up against
the war and the women who supported them.

We can provide:
- research guidance
- opportunity to publish your work
You can help contribute to the only national
archive dedicated to preserving the experiences
and promoting the values of these men.

PEACE PLEDGE UNION 1 PEACE PASSAGE LONDON N7 0BT                                                          WORKING FOR PEACE SINCE 1934

Do you recognise ony of these men?

Many of the early members of the PPU were conscien-
tious objectors in the First World War. Ours is the only
archive in Britain dedicated to recording, remembering
and giving voice to the men who said no.



try is being reconstituted as a warfare rather than a welfare
state. 
Whichever government functionary has been dispatched

to keep an eye on us here today, will no doubt produce a
report that says this square was all but empty this morning.
They’ll say that there is nothing to worry about here. That the
mass movement against the wars of a decade ago is over and
perhaps that it is now nothing to be concerned about because
it represented a new sort of phenomenon in politics in that it
could appear to be enormous and then, a few moments later,
disappear entirely.
The PR operation announces “lest we forget” but requires

that national History must be clean and the impossible quest
for that clean history involves forgetting and filtering—pat-
terned amnesia. We forget Marine A’s crimes of last week or
the torture and abuse of prisoners in the Kenyan emergency.
But war and its recurrence—often in the same old colonial

places—means that a clean story will never be secured.
The line between loving our hero soldiers even if we loathe

what the government asks them to do, is, in the medium term,
unsustainable.
War can never be a friction free, costless, playful activity

like the computer game that the propaganda machine requires
it to be.
Those discrepancies run deep in Britain. They’re older than

the C20 opposition to warfare’s industrialisation.They go back
into the ancient stories and songs of impressment and forced
military labour. 
Like the history of feminist resistance to war that Jane Grant

will speak about in a moment, that dissenting seam in Eng-
land’s national sensibility is inviting us to become reacquainted
with it. That is what must not be forgotten.
Those overlooked histories alone provide the key to build-

ing a movement that will overflow this space. A movement
not only against war and for peace but one that operates in a
new spirit: firmly against the militarization of our lives our
society and our culture.
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When the leaders speak of peace
The common folk know
That war is coming.
When leaders curse war
The mobilisation order is already
written out.
Bertold Brecht



Israel-Palestine context by the
Palestinian activist Elias Rishmawi
who says “The world, with glob-
alization, is becoming a small vil-
lage, then the whole Middle East is
what? Israel/Palestine is what?  We
are talking here about a small land
and a small population.  We need
to come up with a certain vision
that will help both of us to think
that without having peace, justice,
and equality, there will be no solu-
tion.”
Maxime Kaufman-Lacusta has

developed through interviews and
quotations from talks given at con-
ferences on non-violent action in
Israel-Palestine a fascinating book
— an extended evaluation session
on tactics and strategies among
Palestinians and Israeli activists
along with “internationals” —
Europeans and Americans usually
associated with International Soli-
darity Movement to which

within Israel about a “Palestinian
right-to-return beyond not dis-
cussing it.
Moreover, the Israel-Palestine

issues are only part of a wider Mid-
dle East picture.  As Ursula Franklin
points out in the Foreword “Ours
is a complex global society, in
which unforeseen and unforesee-
able instruments of power, control
and interaction are emerging at
rapid rates.  These new power
structures are frequently superim-
posed on traditional arrangements
and habits of political and social
conduct.  Such new develop-
ments, often related to modern-
ization and globalization, are alter-
ing individual and collective behav-
iours and a society’s sense of
belonging and responsibility.”
Her insight is elaborated in the

Refusing to be Enemies is a book
that  comes at an opportune time
when the US Secretary of State
John Kerry is making a concerted
effort to  present a framework
within which Israeli and Palestinian
mediators might discuss. As Dore
Gold, president of the Jersualem
Center for Public Affairs and for-
mer Israeli negotiator has said
“There is a consensus in Israel
favoring a Palestinian state, but
not along the 1967 borders (as the
Palestinian leadership insists); not
with East Jerusalem as its capital
(a cornerstone of every Palestinian
plan); and not without maintain-
ing an Israeli military presence in
the Jordan Valley (which Palestini-
ans reject as a challenge to their
sovereignty).” Gold could have
added that there is no consensus
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refusing to be enemies
Rene Wadlow

What we are reading
The war game
Michael Foreman
The War that Ended Peace
Margaret MacMillan
Britain’s Empire Resistance repression
revolt
Richard Gott
Thank you for your service
David Finkel
Worthless Men
Andrew Cowan

Michael Foreman’s poignant story War Game about a football match in no man’s land  is an excellent start-
ing point for a discussion about world war one with younger children. More about this and how to approach
the issue of war and peace with young children the PPUs ‘Saying No To War- children and peace’ is a good
introduction Available at http://goo.gl/GIIRr9.              More about the ‘christmas truce at http://goo.gl/jiPQYs
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the refusal to make the Other the
Enemy. However, there is rela-
tively little emphasis on psychol-
ogy. Gene Sharp is the spiritual
“godfather” with some extended
quotations of his talks at seminars
in Palestine with Mubarak Awad
as the person who had translated
into Arabic and distributed widely
Sharp’s list of potential actions —
until Mubarak Awad was
deported in 1988 from Israel to
the USA.  However Mubarak
Awad had planted many of the
seeds which later flowered in part
through his nephew Sami Awad
of the Holy Land Trust whose
observations are often quoted
stressing that “Nonviolence is not
just weapons to resist the occu-
pation; it is how to build the com-
munity of the future, how to
resolve internal problems, how to
unify the different factions and
different ideas that you have in
your community, which is a very
big problem for us today.”
Originally in much of the

Palestinian community non-vio-
lence was considered as submis-
sive, as a way for Israel and the
West to pacify the Palestinian
people. However, little by little,
the main thrust of Gene Sharp’s
non-violent strategic action which
is the power to say “No” has pro-
gressed so that now many Pales-
tinians see non-violence as an
active tool to resist and end the
occupation. The key to Sharp’s
approach is the fundamental

the implementation of the “Right
to Return” — an important Pales-
tinian demand — concerns if a
return should be to the Israeli
areas which the Palestinians had
left or rather a return to the poten-
tial Palestinian State — basically
the West Bank and Gaza Strip, or
rather monetary compensation for
property lost.
The first working title of the

book was to have been “From
Beit Sahour to Bil’im”, but the
title would have been understood
only by those who recalled the
town of Beit Sahour’s sustained
tax strike in the late 1980s and
the continuing weekly protests at
Bil’in against the “Separation
Wall” which would deprive Pales-
tinian farmers of access to their
lands and land confiscation.
The title Refusing to be Ene-

mies may give the impression that
the focus will be on attitudes, on

belonged Rachel Corrie who was
killed in a house demolition protest.
Maxime is interested in how

people became involved in non-
violent action, in their family his-
tory and their beliefs, how they
evaluate the overall situation and
the effectiveness of the aims and
the tactics. However, the emphasis
is on improving the effectiveness
of action by asking about individ-
ual’s evaluation of the overall situ-
ation, the aims, the strategy, the
tactics, the effectiveness of the
actions and the value of coopera-
tion between Israelis, Palestinians
and internationals. “Despite its rel-
ative marginality and other imped-
iments to its successes, the non-
violent movement has chalked up
some notable victories over the
years.  And even if these have
been relatively small when com-
pared to the magnitude of the
task, they provide a good entry
point for a foray into some specu-
lation on the potential for non-vio-
lent struggle in the future.”
For most, Israel Occupation

means the land and processes put
into effect after the 1967 war with
the occupation of the “West
Bank” which had been under the
control of Jordan, Gaza and Sinai
under Egyptian rule and the Golan
Heights, part of Syria — thus 46
years of “Occupation”. For some,
especially Palestinians, occupation
begins in 1948 and the Arab
refugee flows from villages now in
the State of Israel.  Discussions on

“Nonviolence is not just weapons to resist the occupation; it
is how to build the community of the future”



ing for Nonviolent Direct Action
(1983). He was appointed by the
War Resisters' International in
1985 to oversee preparation of
the Triennial Conference in India
over New Year 1985-86; he
remained on the staff until 1997,
working on conscientious objec-
tion and other issues as widely as
South Africa, former Yugoslavia
and Latin America, as well as
managing the office's move to the
building where he first worked for

Campaign, using entirely nonvio-
lent means but publicly commu-
nicating with soldiers; he was not
among the BWNIC 14 tried in
1975 at the Old Bailey and
famously acquitted, but he was
charged with assisting a soldier
absent without leave, and fined.
After leaving PN in 1976 Howard
was much involved in the anti-
nuclear power movement,
research, the Alternative Defence
Commission, and writing Prepar-

Howard Clark died in November,
ending a life of radical pacifism.
At university, involvement in stu-
dent politics led to sending reports
to Peace News, and on graduat-
ing he was offered a job on the
paper. With the editorial group he
advocated the 1974 changes from
weekly newspaper to fortnightly
magazine and from London
offices to Nottingham. Howard
was also a member of the British
Withdrawal from Northern Ireland

sources of power.  Many of the
non-violent techniques discussed
by those interviewed in this book
are good at weakening power.
There is relatively little discussion
as to what happens next.
The interview-conversation

style of the book gives the feel-
ing of sitting in an extended plan-
ning and evaluation session with
non-violent activists.  As would be
true in practice, there is some rep-
etition of ideas and some broad
generalizations.  However, the
issues are crucial, and Maxine
Kaufman-Lacusta has done an
excellent job of pulling the discus-
sions together and highlighting
the basic questions and
approaches. This is a book well
worth reading carefully.
Maxine Kaufman-Lacusta Refusing to
be Enemies: Palestinian and Israeli
Nonviolent Resistance to the Israeli
Occupation.  Ithaca Press, 2011.

hitting bottom.  There should be
a jump-start, a way to have hope,
maybe to inject hope in people.  I
don’t know how. Because you
need to see progress, and what
we see is a lot of retrogression.
The Israeli right-wing government
is doing a lot of illegal things —
building settlements, building a
wall — so people say non-violence
won’t work.  The question is,
would violence work?”
However, as we have seen

from the “Arab Spring” and as
we may be seeing these days in
such countries as Turkey, Brazil
and Greece, it may be possible to
weaken radically the sources of
power in a relatively short time
and in most cases with non-vio-
lent methods.  What is more dif-
ficult is how to establishes new
sources of power — hopefully
more just and participative

proposition that “Withdrawal of
popular and institutional cooper-
ation diminishes, and may sever,
the availability of the sources of
power on which all rulers
depend.” Building on this funda-
mental insight, largely proposed
by Mahatma Gandhi, one must
then analyse correctly the sources
of power on which rulers depend
and then develop methods and
strategies to weaken or counter-
act these sources of power —
financial, military, ideological,
economic, intellectual etc.
At first glance, the sources of

Israel power, largely backed by the
USA, seem strong, and many
Palestinians are discouraged by the
lack of progress and the inability to
make a dent in the power equa-
tion.  As one Palestinian activist,
Zoughbi Zoughbi, director of
Wi’am said “The Palestinians are
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PN and which again began to
house PN. In 2006 he was elected
Chair of WRI, and almost his final
action before his sudden death
was encouragement to the PPU to
nominate his successor, which the
PPU did.
Howard will also be missed as a
member of Peace News Trustees,
who oversee PN, Housmans
Bookshop and the building hous-
ing them.
Bill Hetherington

Active for Peace - continued

The PPU at that time had about
3,500 members. Schmid mailed

a long questionnaire with more

than 100 questions to a random

sample of 354 members in late

1966. 241 valid responses were

received, a response rate of 68%.

However, despite the successful

completion of the survey, the

results were never published.

Peace research in the late 1960s

had suddenly taken a different

turn, focusing on theoretical

debates sidelining empirical

research. 

About ten years ago, I became

part of an international research

group that sought to analyse

protest against the war in Iraq.

After completing surveys of par-

ticipants in the largest ever

demonstration in Britain on 15

February 2003, I started to search

for the results of previous surveys

that could serve as a comparative

reference point. How had the

social background and the politi-

cal attitudes of peace activists

changed over the years?  As part

of these searches, I established

contact with Herman Schmid

who told me about the various

surveys he had conducted in the

1960s. Moreover, while he had

never been able to analyse the

data and publish the results, he

had preserved all the original

questionnaires and associated

documentation which were

deposited in a cellar at the Uni-

versity of Roskilde in Denmark. 

For a social scientist, the

opportunity to rescue and restore

survey data from the 1960s is a

very rare event as most

researchers at that time did not

archive their data.  With the help

of a small grant from the British

Academy, I have been able to

recover all the material from the

cellar in Denmark and started the

process of restoring the data from

the 1960s.  Once this is com-

pleted, we should be able to learn

more about the views of activists

in the late 1960s and come to a

better understanding of what

motivated people at the time to

become engaged in peace work.

Beyond that, I would also like to

conduct a new survey of mem-

bers of the same organisations to

see what has changed or

remained the same almost 50

years later. 

After the mobilisation against

the Iraq war, the peace move-

ment appears to have entered a

quieter phase in its development,

and this may be a good time to

reflect on its past and consider

the future. I hope that my project

can make a contribution to this

task, and I hope you will be able

to take part in a new survey of

PPU members later this year. 

Wolfgang Rüdig
School of Government and Pub-
lic Policy, University of Strath-
clyde, Glasgow.

We will keep you in touch
with develoments

“We should be able to learn more about the views of activists in the late 1960s and come to a
better understanding of what motivated people at the time to become engaged in peace work.”  



A SONG OF MORE THAN SIXPENCE.

Sing a song of Europe,
Highly civilised;

Four and twenty nations
Wholly hypnotised.

When the battles open
The bullets start to sing;
Isn't that a silly way
To act for any King?

The Kings are in the background '
Issuing commands;

The Queens are in the parlour,
Per etiquette's demands.

The bankers in the counting-house
Are busy multiplying;

The common people at the front 
Are doing all the dying. 

(Demand your members of Parliament to advocate an immediate
armistice, and a speedy and honourable peace by negotiations.)

In January 1917 The Tribunal, the paper of the No Conscription Fellowship received
‘an interesting communication in the shape of a postcard’. Its text and the Tribunal’s
added comment appear above.

Donations toward printing this as a postcard are welcome
http://www.ppu.org.uk/donate/


